National Estuarine Research Reserve Education

Change on the Ground in 2019
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learn about estuaries
through Research Reserve
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take learning out of the abstract
& into the outdoors
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estuary & supported
in the classroom
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lead programs that foster coastal
stewardship in communities in 23 states

coast.noaa.gov/estuaries

LAB WORK

Observation
Asking research questions
Problem solving
Data driven decision making

FIELD INVESTIGATION

VOLUNTEER ACTIONS
are trained & inspired
to protect their coasts
& estuaries
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Protect wildlife
Monitor water quality
Plant native species
Clean up the coasts

Creating value through education
9 volunteer hours = $
*
*Value of a volunteer hour is calculated at $24.69
based on data from the Independent Sector.

WASHINGTON

Padilla Bay
Research Reserve
Education is
Change on the
Ground
2019
Connect
9,000 acres of eelgrass habitat
15,000 visitors
Breazeale Interpretive Center

Prepare
176 teachers trained
5745 students engaged
11,742 student contact hours

Improve
74 citizen scientists activated
1,200 volunteer hours

“The Stream Team
provides us with an
invaluable service.
We deploy them to
take samples from
the Samish River
when we can’t, and
we use their data to
manage closures
of oyster beds and
clam flats.”
Rick Haley
Skagit County
Public Works

oung Scientists and in Eggs
Wonder how to tell a week-old surf smelt egg from a grain of sand? Ask
a middle school student. Padilla Bay Reserve’s Kids on the Beach
program joins students, scientists, and community volunteers to
investigate local populations of forage fish and assess the effectiveness
of a restoration project.
uided by experienced scientists from the Swinomish ribal
ommunity, and aided by Salish Sea Stewards volunteers, a onner
iddle School students literally waded into the world of spawning forage
fish. hey identified fish species, sorted and counted eggs, and learned
about the life history and importance of surf smelt and other forage fish.

Stream Team = Dream Team
From polluted runoff to closed shellfish beds, many of Washington’s
water quality problems are linked to how we live and work on the land.
However, many residents do not understand their connection to water
quality or what they can do to do protect it. Now they can do both as part
of the Skagit Stream Team. Established by the Padilla Bay Reserve and
partners in 2000, this program educates volunteers about non-point
source pollution and engages them in collecting data to assess water
quality. In 2019, 74 volunteers spent 1200 hours monitoring 46 sites
around Padilla Bay and its tributaries.

eaching Climate Science
“This was really
really valuable to me
because I’m
constantly looking
for ways to improve
the relevance of my
Ocean Science
curriculum. Thank
you for all of the
info, ideas, and two
very pleasant days
of learning and
sharing ideas.
eacher
Sehome High School,
ellingham, W

ow do students gain the skills to understand and use data? ow can
clarifying the cause and effects of climate change lead to solutions?
series of workshops at adilla ay eserve helps teachers teach
climate science and ocean acidification to middle and high school
students. sing real-time local and global water uality and weather
data, along with investigations and classroom activities, students in
Washington State are practicing critical data skills while applying them
to the real-world challenge of climate change.

Washington’s Padilla Bay is one of 29
sites in the National Estuarine Research
Reserve System. Each site is a state
federal partnership that combines
research, monitoring, and education to
advance the understanding and
management of estuarine environments.

